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Notice to Readers
Laws are constantly changing. Every effort is made to keep this publication as current as possible. However, the author, the publisher, and the
vendor of this book make no representations or warranties regarding
the outcome or the use to which the information in this book is put
and are not assuming any liability for any claims, losses, or damages
arising out of the use of this book. The reader should not rely on the
author or the publisher of this book for any professional advice. Please
be sure that you have the most recent edition.
Note: The fees quoted in this book are correct at the date of publication. However, fees are subject to change without notice.
Prices, commissions, fees, and other costs mentioned in the text or
shown in samples in this book probably do not reflect real costs where
you live. Inflation and other factors, including geography, can cause
the costs you might encounter to be much higher or even much lower
than those we show. The dollar amounts shown are simply intended as
representative examples.
Website links often expire or web pages move, at the time of this
book’s publication the links were current.
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For Brenda Webb at Chicago Filmmakers, and Joe Steiff at Columbia
College, who turned an Aurora riverboat craps-dealer into a screenwriting teacher, and who started this whole damn thing.
— Paul Peditto
[[[
For Julian Grant who taught me most of the principles I discuss in
this book, and for the cast and crew of Fall Away, Roundabout
American, and Chat, who made the filming of these projects an
unforgettable experience.
— Boris Wexler
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Foreword:
Surviving outside Hollywood
When I got my first office and phone number, there was little more
exciting than recording my outgoing voicemail greeting. I was a burgeoning filmmaker, eager to start, ready for the calls to start pouring
in. And I did get a lot of calls; they just weren’t for me.
My new phone number had belonged to someone else before me
— another filmmaker, no less. What are the odds? With each voicemail
from increasingly irate creditors, I slowly began to piece together what
had happened. He was one of those filmmakers who had been inspired
by Spike Lee to make a feature on credit cards — sure he’d be able to
sell the finished film, sure he’d pay off his cards and make a little money. Unfortunately, when he finished the film, it did not get distribution,
barely showed in any festivals, and caused him to sink into a mass of
debt that followed him — and filled my voicemail — for years.
That was when I first realized how risky filmmaking really is, how
important it is to ground my passion, how necessary it is to take a hard
look at the resources at hand and make them work for me rather than
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against me. That’s why I’m so excited for this book, the one in your
hands. Paul, Boris, and Carolina do this every day with their own projects and are here to help you do the same with yours.
For many of us, we start out aspiring to make films like Hollywood
or similar entities. This makes total sense because these are the films
we are most exposed to. But we don’t always realize that Hollywood’s
notions of filmmaking are often unreasonable for us to emulate. Studios spread their risk over multiple films (the successes counterbalancing
the failures) while film boards minimize their risk with subsidies. For
us outside Hollywood, we don’t have these benefits — we’re usually
fully invested in one film at a time, each venture potentially “make or
break.”
Hollywood producers regularly tell me there’s only one way to
make films, and that it’s impossible to make a movie for less than $20
million. Neither is true for those of us outside Hollywood, but many
believe this, and it can lead us to overreach or give up.
However, there’s a middle ground that has come into view as access to high-quality equipment has become more affordable, computers are able to do the work that once required specialized machines,
and software has become more sophisticated. Navigating this middle
ground is the challenge before us, and it is an exciting time to be making films. We can create new models, learn from our peers, experiment,
and take reasonable risks. This book can help us take those first steps,
to find our direction and to roll camera.
Paul and Boris redefine micro-budget to reflect our individual circumstances and resources, to take stock of what is within our reach,
and to maximize “doing it our own way.” Whether you’re about to
embark on your first film or your tenth, you will find many helpful tips,
perspectives, and firsthand experience to help you realize your vision.
Making a film is always a gamble, but this book helps stack the odds
in your favor.
Surviving outside Hollywood is possible and this book will
show you how.
— Josef Steiff
Josef Steiff is a writer and independent filmmaker whose films have
been exhibited in the United States, Europe, and Asia. He wrote and
directed the award-winning feature The Other One as well as the short
films Borders, Catching Fire, Eclipse, I Like My Boyfriend Drunk, and How
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Will I Tell? Surviving Sexual Assault. As a producer, he line produced the
feature length More Beautiful than a Flower for MBC (Korea) and coproduced Rhapsody. He currently oversees the MFA Programs in Creative
Producing and Cinema Directing at Columbia College Chicago.
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Introduction
Do you need to be in Los Angeles to consider yourself a filmmaker? No.
Do you need to be in Los Angeles to start your career as a screenwriter? No.
Do you need to have an agent or a manager to place well in screenwriting contests, to be coached by screenwriting gurus, and attend
screenwriting conferences to start your career as a filmmaker?
No, no, and NO!
I stand before you a true convert to the new religion: Do-It-Yourself
Filmmaking. This is not a new church. Low-budget movies have been
around since William K.L. Dickson filmed Fred Ott’s Sneeze in 1894.1
John Cassavetes made films for low money. So did Orson Welles, who
made bad wine commercials to finance his low-budget Shakespeare adaptations. Robert Rodriguez literally wrote the book about low-budget
films, and major directors such as Spike Lee and Darren Aronofsky got
their starts on the cheap. Credit card filmmaking has been around forever, the watchword being film making. These early low-budget efforts
1 Sneeze, filmed by William K.L. Dickson, starring Fred Ott, accessed February 2015.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fbXzM6hka4
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were all shot on film — which brings us to what is new in the equation:
Digital Technology.
What is new is being able to pick up a Canon 7D, or an ALEXA, or a
Red Digital Cinema Camera, and shoot a movie saying exactly what you
want to say, and maintaining control of both content and distribution.
Also new are digital platforms to sell your product that didn’t exist ten
years ago. These platforms have leveled the playing field and democratized the entire process of the art. We take these rapid advances for
granted. It’s the speed of the change that is often truly breathtaking,
and the wonder of where it all will lead.
So what’s any of this got to do with you, Good Reader? Hollywood.
Home of the true 1 percent. Behind this gated community are the
kidney-shaped pools, impeccable hedgerows, million-dollar mansions,
and Lamborghini excess — the Country Club of which you are most
definitely not a member. You cannot apply to this club. The gatekeepers
know you are not of their cloth. They can smell you. You are the Unwashed. They can feel your wanting, your desperation to join them on
the inside. They have set up impenetrable motes and ramparts to stop
you. How will you scale these walls?
For your part, you have played by the rules. You wrote query letters
to find an agent, followed the message boards, paid through the nose
to take advice from the gurus, and bought their books even though it
didn’t much seem to help. You sent into as many screenwriting contests
as you could, put your scripts on websites that claimed the inside ear
of “industry professionals” — meaning the 1 percent. You did all these
things with a belief in your work as a writer. You just wanted a chance,
a chance to … what? To have an agent, take meetings, pitch and get
sent on assignment work, work your way into the Writers Guild, pump
out one, two, or five movies, establish a reputation, and get on the
board! You dream of making it inside that Hollywood gate. You’ve tried
every “old school” method, but old school is dead.
Don’t go to Los Angeles until you’re invited. I know this runs counter
to what you read on the Internet. I throw this out there as a way to get
you to start thinking about yourself and what alternatives you have at
your disposal.
Is Los Angeles a place where you could live? How are you planning
on surviving for years? Yes, years! It will take time before your career
takes off doing it the traditional way. What about trying to write in your
home city? Here in Chicago, Illinois, we’ve currently got six network TV
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shows shooting on our sound stages. There is infrastructure in terms
of locations — major and independent (indie) movies shoot here all
the time because there are great tax incentives provided by this movie-friendly state. There are seasoned crews and great acting schools
spawning excellent actors. However, there actually isn’t plenty of production money here. Sure, lots of TV and indies get made here, but
where does the money to pay for these shows come from? It’s impossible to deny that the majority of production companies, agencies, and
managers are based in LA. The industry is in LA and has been for almost 100 years ago. With the mechanism of Hollywood so entrenched,
how the heck do you make it anywhere other than LA?
Understand what it is you write. If you’re thinking of going to LA,
the stuff you’re writing should be in tune with what they buy. Being
a former casino craps dealer, I believe in playing the odds. So, if I tell
you that less than 200 spec scripts were bought last year while approximately 100,000 were registered, you can see that the odds are
stacked against you. Especially if we consider that your script is an autobiographical, character-driven, passion piece about your Uncle Joe’s
bankrupt Cleveland bowling alley circa 1954. I know, you wrote it with
passion, with verve, with memories and insight, and magic! Cool. Now
pitch the concept in a sentence. Because if you can’t, it’s likely you’ll be
bucking the odds in a town that wants pitches that are four words or
less such as Abraham Lincoln, Vampire Hunter, or Snakes on a Plane.
Sure, it’s possible your fabulous spec will find its way to the right
producer. Happens every year. But if you’re headed to LA, do yourself
a favour and consider the odds. The number of specs made via Studio or Indie productions each year is in the very low hundreds. Versus
the 100,000-plus registered. This isn’t me telling you to give up your
dream. It’s me telling you to know what you’re facing when you go to
Hollywood. who will unlock the right doors. It’s also possible it won’t.
Look at your material. Are you writing the big concept stuff a studio will want? If not, do you have the connections to find a sympathetic producer to go the indie route? While there’s no specific numbers
defining an indie budget, it’s safe to say 2 million to 20 million would
be a common range. That number will determine the “bankable name
talent” you can attract. It’s an ever-changing algorithm: How much is
your “star” actually worth?
Which brings us to the eternal Catch-22: You need a star to get
financing for your million-dollar movie, but no star will be interested
in the project without that money already in the bank. If you manage
Introduction
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to ask about their “name” client, the first question to you will be: “Is it
funded?” But how do you get the money without the name? I’ve known
multiple hopeful filmmakers who have tried to beat this implacable
logic, who chased name talent for ten or more years.
Fortunately, Good Reader, there is another way to make your Uncle
Joe’s bowling alley movie: Micro-budget. There’s no simple definition
of what micro-budget is. It goes something like: Micro-budget is whatever you can pull from your pocket, or the pockets of your family or
the pockets of every friend you ever had when you beg for cash during
your 30-day Kickstarter campaign. Micro-budget is the money you directly control, without strings. The unlimited “write-your-dream-firstdraft” budget has no place here. What you raise is what you had better
write as a movie.
Meanwhile you need to be doing something else: Develop a network of people who can help make the script happen. That means
networking within your filmmaking community. Go to events and other
people’s films, meeting directors of photography (DPs), production designers, editors, and other filmmakers who are starting their careers.
Sure, it helps Seek out organizations in your city that connect filmmakers; in Chicago, for instance, we have Chicago Filmmakers. Take a class,
network, and get educated.
Learn, too, about the mechanisms in place to help you raise money.
Kickstarter and Indiegogo help thousands of grassroots do-it-yourself
efforts get off the ground. They are responsible for the $25,000 campaign that my cowriter, Boris Wexler, and I ran for our movie, Chat. See
the download kit for The Making of Chat, which includes pictures and
notes about our process.
Fundraise through Kickstarter, through family and friends, or any
resource at your disposal. If the script is written with micro-budget
cost savings in mind, making the movie is absolutely within your reach.
You can make your movie in Idaho, Iowa, or Ohio! Write a script
that makes it into Sundance Film Festival and you won’t ever need to
write a query letter again. You will field calls from agents and managers. And you, too, will be allowed entrance into the Hollywood Country
Club. That’s what this book is about: Doing it on your terms.
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